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DOING MORE WITH LESS

In today’s business world the challenge to balance  
priorities is widespread regardless of the industry or 
workplace. And while all companies require unique  
strategies to achieve their business goals, the realities  
faced by not-for-profit organizations – those who take on 
society’s most pressing issues – make their strategic needs 
that much more challenging.

As one of the world’s leading financial services companies, 
and with over a century of experience, Allianz has consistently 
applied its deep strategic resources to successfully balance its 
own priorities, while making positive impacts. By combining 
this strength with the in-house expertise of the Allianz 
Foundation for North America and Allianz Technology,  
the Allianz Impact and Leadership Program empowers 
up-and-coming corporate leaders to apply their skills and 
knowledge to support select not-for-profit partners of the 
Allianz Foundation.

How does it work? First, our future leaders engage  
with a participating social-sector organization to identify  
a specific challenge, one that is often sidetracked for lack  
of resources, budget, or time. Our program participants  
then meet to define the scope of the challenge. Following 
in-depth training in strategic tools for process analysis, a  
team of 2-3 Allianz employees will spend one business week 
as in-kind consultants. Together, they’ll employ process 
analysis tools in a workshop format to address and solve  
the identified challenge.

A NEW KIND OF PARTNERSHIP

Allianz Impact and Leadership is designed for all current and 
past Allianz Foundation grant recipients, providing invaluable 
consulting from some of our most talented and promising 
employees. In return, selected Allianz employees experience 
the singular opportunity to apply their entrepreneurial spirit, 
outside-the-box thinking, and collaborative leadership skills to 
the social sector.

Could your organization benefit from a week of in-kind, 
in-depth consulting? We’re here to help.

APPLICATIONS (LETTERS OF INTENT VIA EMAIL)  
ARE DUE FRIDAY, MARCH 20, 2020

To learn more and apply for participation as a not-for-profit 
partner, contact Christopher Worthley, Executive Director  
of the Allianz Foundation for North America, at  
christopher.worthley@azoac.com.
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Program schedule
•  May 2020 – August 2020

•  May 19 – 21, 2020: 3-day training and  
meet-and-greet with participating not-for-profits

•  4-8 weeks later: 5-day project work in  
not-for-profit setting
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